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We investigate to what extent the uniform distribution mitigates sample correlations.
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Stratified Experience Replay (SER)

We show that sampling from the uniform distribution causes multiplicity bias in Deep RL.
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Gradients are affected more by frequent experiences compared to rare ones.
We propose an efficient stratified sampling scheme to cancel this effect.
Our method improves learning speed in small environments.
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We can compare tabular Q-Learning [3] against Deep Q-Network (DQN) [2] to understand why
the uniform distribution does not fully decorrelate data when using function approximation.
For both algorithms, suppose that the agent trains offline with the following assumptions:
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The probability that we sample an experience tuple (s, a, r, s0) from D is theoretically
Pr(s0 | s, a) · Pr(s, a), which depends on the environment's transition function and the stationary distribution induced by µ, respectively.
Hence, we can compute the expected updates of these methods over all possible samples in D:
X
Q-Learning:
Q(s, a) ← Q(s, a) + α ·
Pr(s0 | s, a) · δ(s, a, s0)
DQN:

θ ← θ + α · Pr(s, a) ·
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Pr(s0 | s, a) · δ(s, a, s0) · ∇θ Q(s, a; θ)
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(1) Sample unique (s, a) pair randomly

Figure 1: A graphical comparison of uniform (top) and stratified (bottom) sampling strategies.
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Data Structure 1 Stratified Replay Memory
Initialize array D of size N , hash table H, integer i = 0

function sample( )
Sample state-action pair (s, a) uniformly from the keys of H
Sample integer j uniformly from queue H[(s, a)]
return transition (sj , aj , rj , s0j ) from D[j]
end function
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Figure 3: Average episode score of SER throughout training on eleven Atari games, relative to that of the uniform
baseline, i.e. 100 × (stratified − random) / (uniform − random). Results were averaged over 5 trials.

Conclusions

s0∈S

Multiplicity bias (red term) arises for DQN, since gradient updates are not conditionally independent, unlike tabular updates. Effectively, the learning rate α is scaled by the relative frequency of
the state-action pair (s, a), despite sampling from a uniform distribution on D.
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Figure 2: SER performance compared against a uniform baseline on two environments, averaged over 100 trials.

SER can be efficiently realized using a hash table and an array. This preserves O(1) insertion,
sampling, and deletion complexities.

procedure insert(s, a, r, s0)
if D is full then
Get transition (si, ai, ri, s0i) from D[i]
Pop queue H[(si, ai)]; if now empty, delete key (si, ai)
end if
If (s, a) 6∈ H, then H[(s, a)] ← empty queue
Push i onto queue H[(s, a)]
D[i] ← (s, a, r, s0); i ← (i + 1) mod N
end procedure
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1. The agent has an infinite-capacity replay memory D.
2. The agent executes a fixed policy µ for infinite time before training.
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Deep Reinforcement Learning (Deep RL) often relies on off-policy Experience Replay [1] to decorrelate training data for neural networks [2]. Experiences are typically sampled from a uniform
distribution over a replay memory.
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Deep RL with Experience Replay is affected by multiplicity bias, even when sampling from the
uniform distribution.
Stratified Experience Replay (SER) uses two uniform distributions to counteract bias without
needing to compute sampling probabilities.
SER learns faster in small environments; scalability must be addressed in future work.

Method
In theory, we could counteract multiplicity bias with importance sampling, but this is intractable.
Instead, we can sample from two uniform distributions in succession:
1. Sample an antecedent state-action pair (s, a) from D.
2. Sample a consequent reward-state pair (r, s0) from the transitions observed in (s, a).
This samples transitions in inverse proportion to their frequency of occurring. We call this strategy
Stratified Experience Replay (SER) (Figure 1).

Experiments
We compared SER against the uniform distribution when training DQN in two experiments:
Two-layer ReLU network on two gridworld environments (Figure 2).
Five-layer convolutional network on eleven Atari 2600 games (Figure 3).
Code and implementation details for all experiments are available online:
https://github.com/brett-daley/stratified-experience-replay
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